Abstract. Understanding the structure of baryons in terms of the fundamental interaction of the constituent quarks and gluons is one of the challenges in strong interaction physics. This interaction is governed by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). However, solutions of this theory in the non-perturbative domain of the interaction are extremely difficult to achieve. In inelastic electron scattering, very little is known about exclusive hadron production purely contributed to a lack of knowledge. The γN interaction is recognized for being a powerful method for investigating hadrons and the mysteries that still exist within the strong interaction. From reactions with the nucleon, the strong interaction can be tested through the amplitudes of the N and ∆ resonances. More specifically, if an electromagnetic interaction is well known then the intermediate resonance states may be evaluated through pion photoproduction. To gain more detailed insight into this interaction, we look to probe the baryon structure of ∆ and the meson structure of the pion through photon scattering off a deuteron producing two pions in the final state. The photoproduction processes on the deuteron will be used to investigate known baryon resonances in the proton-pion channel. The two pion final state will be investigated for unraveling new information in to the rho decay at threshold. We want to explore both final states interactions to search for "missing" states that are predicted by quark models but have not yet been found experimentally. Using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS), the hadronic products are detected in coincidence with the scattered photon. This makes it possible to measure the differential cross section and the decay angular distribution for the production of two and three pion final states. The measured cross sections will contribute significantly and push the knowledge of the strong interaction to the next level. We propose to use the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) to study the two pion channel from the EG3 data set, for ∆ ++ (1232) production. We look to investigate the exclusive reaction of γd→pπ + π -(n), extracting the relevant cross sections to comparable data sets. This reaction is produced using a high intensity photon beam incident on a deuterium target. These measurements provide unique and coherent results from tagged photons over a broad range of energy, and represent the only pion production data above 5 GeV at this present time.
INTRODUCTION
For some time now, electron scattering has been a major tool used for probing the structure of nucleons in exclusive reactions. Studies of exclusive reactions are necessary to understand the dynamical processes of the resonance decays. In inelastic electron scattering, still too little is known about exclusive hadron production contributing to a lack of knowledge. Detectors with large acceptances and adequate resolution have been utilized for years now to deal with the need to explore a large phase space in the experimental final states. Not only acceptance and resolution, but the need for high luminosity in an electron beam environment was also a main requirement. Due to the nature of these specifications many reactions, except the simple ones, were not able to be investigated.
The CLAS detector at Jefferson National Accelerator Facility has quickly proven over time to incorporate all the necessary parameters for exploring leading-edge nuclear physics. Large acceptance, combined with a good resolution and particle detection capabilities, and operating at high luminosities in an electron beam environment, have opened many new paths into investigating hadron structure in exclusive reactions.
Foundational evidence from experimental data that attributes the dominant degrees of freedom to elementary quarks and gluon fields is still lacking, which makes constituent quarks and pions more relevant in the interpretation of data. The γN interaction is recognized for being a powerful method for investigating hadrons and the mysteries that still exist within the strong interaction. From reactions with the nucleon, the strong interaction can be tested through the amplitudes of the N and ∆ resonances. More specifically, if the electromagnetic interaction is well known, then the intermediate resonance states may be evaluated through pion photoproduction. In that the decay of a resonance is sensitive to the dynamics of quarks within the hadron, the testing of the photocoupling of baryon resonances is vital to understanding nonperturbative QCD. Because of this, photoproduction experiments are complimentary to electoproduction experiments.
We propose to use the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) to investigate the exclusive reaction of γd → pπ + π -(n), and to extract the relevant cross sections for the two pion final-state interaction. The electron beam energy of 5.7 GeV will provide unique and coherent results from tagged photons over a broad range of energy, and represent the only pion production data above 5 GeV at this present time.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data was taking using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) at Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News, VA. CLAS detects neutral and charged particles and consists of 7 main sub-systems for the precise detection. The electron beam is deflected in the magnetic field of the tagging system after it passed through a radiator with a nominal thickness of 5x10 4 radiation length. The standard electron beam current was chosen to be 30 nA, and it was limited by the drift chamber performance [1] . The trigger required a hit in the tagger in the energy range from 4.5 to 5.5 GeV. The Level-1 trigger configuration demanded trigger bits five (2-sector triggering) and six (3-sector triggering). Trigger bit five was prescaled and required a coincidence in the time of flight system (TOF) and start counter (ST) in at least two corresponding sectors. Trigger bit six required a TOF and ST coincidence in at least three sectors. For this analysis, we skimmed the EG3 data set requiring an exclusive data set of 3 particles (two positive tracks and one negative track). The skim contained all particles that fulfilled a fastpion vertex timing cut of 2 ns and a vertex minus tagger timing cut of 2 ns. The fast-pion vertex timing cut acts on the TOF timing difference of the two fast pions calculated back to the vertex. We also incorporated a missing mass squared cut from 0.7 to 1.2 MeV to ensure exclusivity of our 3 particle selection, which is optimal for the ∆ ++ production. The data is binned in 100 MeV incident photon energy bins. The only additional cuts besides the skim cuts are a refined neutron missing mass cut to select the γd → pπ + π -(n) reaction, missing momentum cuts to further enrich exclusive events, and proton momentum cuts to eliminate low-momentum protons that do not originate from ∆ ++ decays. These cuts were implemented loosely enough to not discard any good events. We extract the experimental yield by fitting the Breit-Wigner shape of the ∆ ++ invariant mass on top of a sizeable residual background (see Fig. 1 ). 
∆ (1232) IDENTIFICATION
For this analysis, the event selection begins with the identification of the pπ + π -final state that feeds the ∆ ++ production, and where the measured proton and π + originate from the ∆ ++ (1232) decay in the gamma-deuteron reaction. Events from the EG3 data set have been preselected (called "skim") to contain these ∆ ++ particles. In that, the events have at least one negative and two positive particles (charge conservation) as identified by time-based tracking, this condition is satisfied for the required proton, π + , and π -final state. Figure 2 (b) shows τ =1/β versus momentum in GeV of the two positive tracks and the one negative track for the pπ + π -skim. These are two of several histograms that we used to verify the track selection parameters applied in the skim. Two others are shown in the top of Figure 2 Particles calculated from their momentum and time of flight. As shown in the plots, we clearly see integral squared mass distribution of the proton, π + and π -. The pπ + π -skim contains the requirement for three tracks and a missing neutron mass squared constraint refined to 0.8 GeV 2 < MM 2 < 0.97GeV 2 . However, more requirements were applied in the offline analysis to improve the ∆ ++ identification. A cut on the missing momentum of 2 GeV enriches the quasi-free production low momentum. To select the best proton and π + candidates for the ∆ ++ decay, we follow the same offline analysis procedures in vertex time reconstruction and Distance-Of-Closest-Approach (DOCA) methods. All these cuts have been applied to both measured and simulated data.
FIRST PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In order to obtain the differential cross section the yield is corrected for all known acceptances (Fig. 3) and detector inefficiencies, with the incorporation of the photon flux normalization [2] . Figure 4 shows preliminary cross section of the ∆ ++ binned in photon energy from 1.1 to 5.5 GeV. After getting preliminary results for the ∆ ++ total cross section, our findings were compared to other CLAS data that covered a similar energy range. We chose to compare to G11 data that extends to energies as high as 4.7 GeV, which crosses into the triggered tagged region of our data. Figure 5 shows the ∆ ++ cross section plotted in log scale for the EG3, G11, and SAPHIR. Our analysis study was primarily focused on a comparison of EG3 to G11 CLAS data, but we also included published SAPHIR data to show the low energy agreement as well as to point out the uniqueness of EG3 data in that our data currently covers the highest energy range. For the analysis, the data is binned 100 MeV incident photon energy bins with a neutron missing mass cut to identify the exclusive reaction, γd→pπ + π -. We extract the experimental yield by fitting the shape of the ∆ ++ invariant mass, which also displayed a sizeable residual background. 
SUMMARY
The reaction, γd → pπ + π -n was studied using tagged photons and the CLAS detector in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. The ∆ ++ , as the first channel to be analyzed, was identified by observing its decay products through skimmed data files from the EG3 runs. Preliminary cross sections have been extracted and are presented. The current analysis results provide complementary information and are comparable to existing CLAS data. From our first results we see that the systematic error of the cross section is dominated by the fit of the ∆ ++ yield, the untriggered tagged photon correction, and the trigger efficiency correction. In our ∆ ++ production comparison with other data, we see an agreement with world data (SAPHIR) and G11 results within 20% which we plan to reduce further. As such, we look to produce final E γ cross sections as well as angular dependent cross sections for the pπ + π -channel of EG3, to investigate the potential of new theoretically predicted states, and to deliver genuine single differential cross sections for the JMS-Moscow State University phenomenological data analysis of the two pion photoproduction [3] . Thus, we feel that with these promising first results, γd → pπ + π -n will provide an excellent contribution to the existing efforts to strong decay investigations.
